
Gehring Engineering (GE) in Arcadia, East London 
is now a fully-fledged general engineering and 
turn-key company, established at the dawn of 
democracy in 1994. 

Build from stretch by Gerhard Steels* and his 
partner Mandla Sibeko*, they now lead a thirty 
persons strong team that manufactures heavy 
duty machinery, pneumatical equipment, ferrous 
and non-ferrous machinery, and tool steels. 

Their strength lies in its highly skilled workforce 
tapped mostly from the large engineering 
pool graduating from the technical as well as 
universities in and around the Eastern Cape 
Province. They have also acquired modern high-
tech equipment to enable them to compete at 
cutthroat global stage with other engineering 
firms but still come out tops.Gehring Engineering 
is a certified ISO 9001:2015 holder, which 
enables them to manufacture certified products 
for high tech products and machinery.  This 
certificate is valid as it allows the firm to partake 
in the fabrication of customized machines for 
food sector industries.

They manufacture machine building lathe 
machines which enables them to produce 
Aircon pipe end former, Automated cut off saws, 
Headrest assembly machines, Heat shrink tape 
dispenser, tomato bin tipper and a Wafer cutter 
and hopper machines amongst other machinery 

they produce.

For heavy industrial machinery Gehring 
Engineering churns out Stainless-steel 
tomato sorting conveyor, Turnover  
conveyor for cigarette cartons, Sand and stone 
loading conveyor and multiple usage sorting 
conveyors. These can be found used in large-
scale industrial factories which require large 
scale investment.

Large scale steel fabrication and molding allows 
the company to make in-demand customized 
conveyor belts systems that suit any given 
industry. Amongst the pulley type belt system 
produced are the normal conveyor belt system, 
soup mold press system, pallet cargo turnover 
machine, the tomato washer conveyor belt as 
well as the transport stillage conveyor belt used 
in most industrial facilities.

The sky is the limit for Gehring Engineering as they 
have set their eyes high up the sky on replacing 
China as the sole producers of giant industrial 
ferrous and non- ferrous steel manufacturers.
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